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Former softball
star at Petaluma
High, SRJC ready
for next big break
in Hawaii. B1

Sonoma County
firefighters,
families treated
to free day of
skydiving. A3
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TUBBS FIRE » PARADISE RIDGE WINERY

A lost samurai sword
recovered from ruins

GUN PROTESTS

Issue
comes
front,
center
Polls, analysts suggest
NRA ties will be more of
a liability in midterms

By ALEXANDER BURNS
AND JONATHAN MARTIN
NEW YORK TIMES

The passionate gun control
rallies Saturday that brought
out large crowds around the
country sent a vivid signal that
the issue is likely to play a major role in the 2018 midterm
elections, and that Republicans
could find themselves largely on
the defensive on gun issues for
the first time in decades.
The gun debate could play out
very differently in House and
Senate races, as Republicans
strain to save suburban congressional districts where gun control is popular, and Democrats
defend Senate seats in red states
where the Second Amendment
is sacrosanct.
But, in a year of extraordinary political intensity, and in
the first national election of the
Trump presidency, Republican
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Paradise Ridge Winery co-owner Sonia Byck-Barwick, left, presents the fire-damaged samurai sword of Kanaye Nagasawa, thought to be
destroyed in the Tubbs Fire, to curator Eric Stanley on Thursday at the Sonoma County History Museum in Santa Rosa.

Artifact, link to noted Japanese immigrant, thought to have been destroyed
Kanaye Nagasawa was a
Japanese immigrant who
came to the region in
1875 and helped to shape
early Fountaingrove. His
samurai sword was saved
from the ashes of Paradise
Ridge Winery.

BY KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

I

n the ashes of Santa Rosa’s Paradise
Ridge Winery, a critical piece of Sonoma County’s past was feared lost in the
October wildfires.
Hope dwindled as the months passed,
and repeated searches of the rubble failed
to turn up any trace of the priceless artifact: a samurai sword owned by renowned
Santa Rosan Kanaye Nagasawa more than
150 years ago.
But earlier this month, before trucks
arrived to clear away the remnants of the
Fountaingrove winery, a debris worker
made one final sweep of the property. He
found the sword hidden in the wreckage of
the winery tasting room where it once had
been displayed.
He immediately dialed the owners of
Paradise Ridge.
“I started crying,” Sonia Byck-Barwick,
who owns the winery with her brother
Rene Byck. “I haven’t cried since the fire.
Losing the winery didn’t feel the way it felt
for most people who are forced to rebuild,
and I just felt sad for people. But that exhibit meant a lot and was irreplaceable.”

“This is part
of the sword’s
story. … This
is part of its
life, surviving
this fire, and
it makes
the story
even more
interesting.”
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Paradise Ridge co-owner

Porn star
describes
threats
Warned to ‘leave Trump
alone,’ Daniels took cash
By JIM RUTENBERG

SONOMA COUNTY LIBRARY

SONIA BYCK-BARWICK,

NEW YORK TIMES

Adult film star Stephanie Clifford told “60 Minutes” that she
struck a $130,000 deal for her silence about an
alleged affair
with
Donald
Trump in the
final days of
the 2016 campaign because
she was worried about her
safety and that Stormy
of her young Daniels
daughter.
That concern, she said in an
interview broadcast Sunday
night on “60 Minutes,” was
based on a threat she received
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Did foreigners work on advising US campaigns?
Cambridge Analytica may have
illegally sent staff from abroad
to help GOP candidates in 2014
By CRAIG TIMBERG
AND TOM HAMBURGER
WASHINGTON POST

LONDON — Cambridge Analytica assigned dozens of non-U.S. citizens to provide campaign strategy and messaging
advice to Republican candidates in 2014,
according to three former workers for
the data company, even as an attorney
warned executives to abide by U.S. laws
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Puigdemont’s detainment in Germany sparks
widespread protests in Spain / A8

high-level analysis or strategy.
But former Cambridge Analytica workers said there were few U.S. citizens among
their ranks, yet they routinely worked on
U.S. campaigns, developing messages, creating campaign materials such as ads and
videos, and helping the campaigns decide
whom to target with those messages.
“The nature of targeting is fundamentally influential to the direction of a
campaign because you’re deciding what
messages go to whom and when. There’s
no such thing as managing targeting in
a non-influential way,” said Christopher
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